REGULATIONS
Criterion „Mariana Forma Cup”
31 maj 2018

ART. 1. Organizer
The organizer of the 13th Race on the Trail of Major Hubal is Olimpic Sports Club organizing the race according to the
UCI regulations.
The director of the race is Andrzej Sypytkowski tel. +48 515 070 050.
"For the Marian Form Cup" will be played on 31/05/2018
The organizer's address is: ul. Strażacka 15, 26-200 Końskie, tel. +48 515 070 050, e-mail: biuro@wyscighubala.pl,
www.wyscighubala.pl.
Co-organizers of the race are: Kielce City Hall

ART. 2. Participation and Race Office Race type
The race is in the UCI Calendar and has the CRT class. Only riders taking part in the XIII Race by Walk Route Maj.
Hubala can take part in the race. Race Office, as in the 13th Race on the Route of Walk Maj. Hubala - Korona Kielce
Stadium ul. Father Piotr Ściegienny 8 between 13.00 - 16.30

ART. 3. Classification and technical assistance
The criterion consists of 20 laps in Kielce along the streets: start and finish - Sienkiewicz (at the Artists'
Square), Kapitulna, Jana Pawła II, Ogrodowa, Paderewskiego and Sienkiewicz. Every 5th lap scored 5,3,2,1
points and the remaining laps scored 2.1 points. - in accordance with provisions 2.7.018-020. Classification
according to the UCI Rules. Technical support from the box near the finish line. After a defect or fall, the
competitor may leave 1 lap.

ART. 4. Official ceremonies
Before the Criterion at 18.00 will be the presentation of teams taking part in the XIII Race by Szlak Walk Maj. Hubal,
therefore the teams should appear together with bikes until 17.45 The order of the teams' presentation will be given when
receiving the start numbers. After the completion of the Criterion, the decoration of the 3 best players in the Criterium and
the leaders of the 13th Race on the Walk Trail of Maj Hubal will take place:
- leader's jersey - the winner of the Criterion
- point shirt - a player who will take first place at the finish of the last lap of the Criterion
- T-shirt Climber - a player who will take the second place at the finish of the last lap of the Criterion
- the youth jersey will be taken by the highest ranked player in the U-23 category in the Criterion

ART. 5. Safety rules
The race will take place with closed road traffic. However, competitors must be very careful due to the location in the city
center and a large number of spectators. Participants in the race must take out insurance themselves. The organizer is not
responsible for accidents caused by participants of the race, or those in which they took part.

ART. 6. Anti-doping control
Anti-doping control will be carried out in accordance with UCI regulations as well as in accordance with Polish law and
Polish anti-doping rules.

ART. 7. Penalties
Penalties in accordance with the UCI regulations.

ART. 8. Awards in PLN
Each point scored in the criterion is equivalent to a payment of 50, - PLN.
The number of points earned x 50, - PLN
The condition is the completion of the criterion.

Article 9. Special bonuses
During the criterion, prizes sponsored by sponsors on special bonuses will be awarded.
The organizer will inform you about the details before the race.

ART. 10. Final provisions
The composition of the jury, program and route of the race and list of hospitals will be presented in a separate guide.

